Day at the Zoo

Complete the three steps to earn your Day at the Zoo Patch.

1.) **Ticket to Adventure:** Before we get started, we will need to create our ticket! Follow along with Jessica to learn how to make your ticket to the zoo.

   You will need:
   - Construction Paper
   - Markers/Crayons/Colored Pencils
   - Scissors

2.) **Wild Tour:** Now that we have our ticket to the zoo, it’s time for our virtual tour of the Houston Zoo. Join our tour here and see live footage of gorillas, elephants, and giraffes.

3.) **Animal Kingdom:** Animals are creatures of habit and often they will prefer an exhibit that is familiar and resembles their home in the wild. Challenge yourself to create a brand new zoo exhibit for an animal that is arriving soon. You may choose an existing animal or use your creativity to make up a brand new animal. Be sure the exhibit you choose is healthy, safe, and comfortable for the animal!

   - Below are some examples to get you started!